
AgilOne helps Blinds.com provide 
customers with marketing that resonates. 
From email, direct-mail and 
social campaigns, Blinds.com 
has discovered how to optimize 
their marketing and are seeing 
big impacts big impacts to their business!



AgilOne Customer Data & Engagement Hub 
helps top e-commerce window coverings 
retailer optimize marketing efforts & provide 
personalized buying experiences.

“We’re a very customer-centric company & have seen high repeat & referral rates because of 
that. We were excited to build on that and make the  customer experience even better by 
leveraging AgilOne to provide more relevant & timely communication to our customers.”

Mosheh Poltorak, Sr. Digital Marketing Manager 

Blinds.com is the world́s largest online retailer for blinds, shades, and other 
window coverings. They are consistently awarded as a top workplace in 
Houston (and most recently nationwide). Their mission is to make complex 
buying decisions easy and exciting for customers by leveraging their culture, 
people, & technology.

Their Challenge
DispaDisparate and siloed data sources did not allow for a unified view of customer 
behavior. This led to:

· Ineffective ‘batch & blast’ email and direct-mail campaigns.
· Superficial last-click, first-purchase attribution for paid channels.
· Very limited visibility into customer lifecycle behavior.

Their Goal

· Cleanse, dedupe, and household customer records.
·· Optimize email & direct-mail marketing efforts based on propensity                    
   scoring and segmentation - as well as automated lifecycle triggers.

· Optimize PPC (Pay Per Click) bidding based on Predicted Lifetime Value (pLTV)

How AgilOne Helped

· REPORTING - Blinds.com easily creates reports to see how long customers     
   take to place a 2nd order & adjust strategies to drive conversion

·· EMAIL - Connecting into their ESP, Exact Target, Blinds.com easily          
   connects omni-channel customer data and aligns marketing efforts

· DIRECT MAIL - They optimize direct mail marketing using AgilOne          
   propensity modeling & clustering models for targeted campaigns

· PAID SEARCH - Optimize PPC bidding using pLTV
· DISPLAY/SOCIAL - Using look-alike audiences based on AgilOne high-value   
   segments to target and acquire new customers



AgilOne is the backbone of Blinds.com’s retention and personalization 
strategies - leveraging pLTV & Likelihood-to-buy to boost sales

Their Results

· Over 30% increase in revenue per email
· Increased email reach (touching more people) while sending fewer emails overall
· Double-digit percentage growth in email Open-Rate and Click-Through-Rate
· Improved Paid Search contribution (based on pLTV)
· · Generated 15% more revenue through Direct Mail

Blinds.com delights their customers with the right offer, through the preferred channel, at the right 
time. With AgilOne Customer data and Engagement Hub, they know customers’:

·  Likelihood to Buy ·  Propensity to Buy Again ·  Likelihood to Engage ·  pLTV · And More!

They leverage these insights to personalize promotions using brand & product clusters like the 
product personalization in the email ad below.

“AgilOne’s pLTV model gives us a deeper level of 
insight into our customers allowing for more 
targeted offers. The model also helps to identify                   
            customer-acquisition      
               channels that bring in           
                          the highest value customers,  
               maximizing our advertising.” 

efefforts”                     - Mosheh Poltorak

                     
                            
         

Mosheh Poltorak

AgilOne Customer Data & 
Engagement Hub helps you 
know your customers, 
respond authentically, and 
maximize their lifetime value.

Contact Us:
AgilOne Inc.                               (877) 769-3047
771 Vaqueros Ave                     (408) 303-0152 fax
Sunnyvale, CA 94085              sales@agilone.com                 AgilOne.com


